
Managing high-stakes patent litigation is a daunting challenge. Firms must balance client’s demand for highest 
quality representation at lowest possible cost, knowing that “cheaper” doesn’t mean “better.”  

Simply put, patent litigators need to price and manage work to optimize profitability and gain a competitive 
advantage while driving the highest quality outcomes for clients.  

Imagine having access to billions of dollars of patent litigation spending information—anonymized, aggregated, 
and benchmarked—providing insights into the true costs and drivers during all phases and all aspects of patent 
litigation. 

Further imagine your actual patent litigation portfolio compared to peer benchmarks and analyzed for unique, 
concrete, meaningful insights that equip your firm with the knowledge to provide high quality representation with 
competitive cost controls. 

WHAT IS THE PATENT LITIGATION CONSORTIUM?

Morae Global and Legal Decoder have teamed up to create a consortium of corporate legal departments and law 
firms, enabling counsel to understand and better manage the true costs of Patent Litigation. 

Based on the large and rich database of consortium member data, Legal Decoder applies its revolutionary 
analytics technology, and Morae Global analyzes the information to provide benchmarking with unique, 
customized insights only available to consortium members.
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BENEFITS TO CONSORTIUM MEMBERS:

Members receive customizable electronic benchmark reports covering the entire Patent Litigation lifecycle, 

gaining unmatched insights into 

Morae Global and Legal Decoder evaluate your matter spending and provide pinpoint strategic intelligence, 
to answer questions such as:

• How do our costs compare to industry standards?
• Are we appropriately staffing and leveraging work?
• Where is the waste, friction, and redundancy in our handling of matters?
• How do we stack up against best practices for invoice quality and billing methods?
• How are clients making hiring and management decisions and how can we creatively and proactively 

address those factors? 

Equipped with these insights, members will be positioned to drive meaningful changes in the relationship between 
clients and firms, resulting in more effective management of patent litigation, improved client satisfaction, and 

more business.

Each consortium member will have access to Morae Global’s legal operations consulting 
experts and a customized one-on-one findings and recommendations consultation.
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• who is doing what, 
• the true costs of every aspect of their matters, 

• and how effectively counsel are managing their matters and portfolio.


